TextMap ®

TESTIMONY
ORGANIZED,
INTEGRATED,
SEARCHABLE
BRINGING YOU
CLOSER TO THE WIN

TextMap organizes and sorts deposition data so you
can spend your time on case strategy
Expert witnesses, eyewitnesses, fact
witnesses… The more testimony you have,
the more conflicting views and complex
developments you’re likely to have.
Analyzing those conflicts and complexities to
uncover winning strategies is your expertise.
Organizing details so you can spend more
time on strategy, that’s a job for TextMap®
deposition management software.

TextMap 9 makes it easier than ever to manage
complicated transcript tasks so you can spend
more time on what’s important.
You’ll edit annotations faster, create reports
faster and more.

Learn more: www.LexisNexis.com/TextMap

Manage your transcripts with TextMap
TextMap makes it easy to create a
searchable database of electronic transcripts
from depositions, examinations and other legal
proceedings. Just import a transcript, then
search, summarize, annotate, issue-code and
attach notes to case testimony. You can even
redact sensitive information so it won’t appear
on case materials in the future.
TextMap also helps you produce a variety
of practical, polished reports and generate a
single index covering multiple transcripts.

Redacted areas are burned in on
the reports, securing sensitive
information so you won’t disclose
confidential or sensitive information
to the intended recipient

Mark up the
transcript text and
apply the reason
for redaction

Ingest transcripts
in a wider array of
formats
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Mark up the
verbatim transcript
text that supports
your case

See all issues
that pertain to an
annotation. Color bars
will illustrate areas
where the annotations
overlap.

Add multiple
exhibits at once to
link to a transcript

Easily hover over a color to
view annotation details
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Make the most of convenient
TextMap features

TextMap is fully-integrated with
the CaseMap suite of case
management programs

Handle multiple file formats for importing or
exporting

TextMap is part of a suite of fully-integrated
CaseMap tools from LexisNexis®. Other
programs in the CaseMap suite include
TimeMap® to help you illustrate what
happened when with easy-to-create
timelines and Sanction® to create edit-onthe-go courtroom presentations.
• Annotate a transcript and send your
annotations as facts into CaseMap for
analysis in the context of other case
facts.
• Import new issues from CaseMap directly
into TextMap.
• Generate TextMap reports linked to facts
from CaseMap.
• Share linked documents and exhibits
between TextMap and the full suite of
CaseMap products, including TimeMap
and Sanction.

• Import documents in many different types of file
formats, including PDFs.
• Export video clips to MP4 format and gain support
for an optional encoder.
• Create clearer PowerPoint presentations with more
options than ever.
Gain insight with convenient search tools
• Conduct full-text searches of annotations
and exhibits to quickly and easily uncover key
testimony and hard-to-find evidence.
Save time and money
• Speed transcript indexing and continue work as
you index.
• Link transcripts to exhibits automatically with an
easy-to-use wizard.
• Put key evidence at your fingertips by linking
exhibits to annotations.

Review and manage transcripts
effectively
TextMap transcripts management software
helps you summarize transcripts and uncover
the strengths and weaknesses of testimony.
With TextMap, you’ll be more:

• Create case replicas to take linked exhibits on the
road with you.

Efficient and impactful
Link multiple exhibits to transcripts and use
synchronized video in the courtroom.

Stay organized with flexible transcript options

Comprehensive
Take advantage of robust reporting
capabilities.

• Bulk link exhibits to transcripts to improve
workflows.
Organize exhibits by transcript and/or group.
Improve collaboration with PDF reports, including
embedded exhibits and documents
• Create and share PDF reports with embedded
exhibits and documents.

Intuitive
Straightforward design and navigation makes
getting started fast and easy.
Cost-effective
TextMap is a fraction of the cost of other
transcript management tools.

• Quickly explore exhibits and documents linked to
transcripts.
• Provide context in search reports based on Q&A
pairs for transcript text hits.
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Gain a truer sense of testimony with deposition
video synchronized to your transcript
• Increase the impact of cross-examination
testimony with audiovisual passages.
• Synchronize deposition data with transcript text.
• Highlight key testimony in court presentations by
playing relevant video clips.

Enhance your experience with the TextMap app for iPad®
Increase efficiency and strengthen your case with the TextMap app for iPad. You’ll
gain greater efficiency, including the ability to search and annotate transcript
from your Apple® tablet. From there, you can send work back to TextMap on
your laptop or desktop via email. Download the TextMap app by searching
“TextMap” in the Apple App Store.

Review your
transcripts on
the go with our
iPad app

Upgrade now or get a complimentary trial of TextMap 9
www.LexisNexis.com/TextMap
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